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I. Introduction

On June 1, 2016, Oregon Public Utility Commission (PUC) Staff (hereby referred to as “Staff”) filed Direct Testimony regarding Oregon’s resource value of solar (RVOS).1 The PUC opened up this investigation over a year ago,2 but the subject of RVOS has long been a topic of interest for Oregon stakeholders. CUB has been a regular participant of workshops regarding RVOS, and has already provided comments and input at stakeholder meetings.3 When Staff requested that parties submit comments on RVOS elements, CUB’s filing included a list of elements it perceived to be most crucial:4

- Avoided Energy Impacts

1 See docket UM 1716, Staff’s Direct Testimony.
3 For example, see docket UM 1716, CUB Comments. Accessed at http://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/HAC/um1716hac163818.pdf.
• Avoided Capacity Additions
• Line Losses
• Avoided Transmission and Distribution
• Environment: Compliance Impacts
  ▪ Carbon—Current
  ▪ Carbon—Future
  ▪ NOx/SOx/Particulates—Current
  ▪ NOx/SOx/Particulates—Future
  ▪ Other—Current (e.g. MATS - Mercury Air Toxics)
• Security: Reliability, Resiliency, and Disaster Recovery
• Financial: Fuel Price Hedge (Adjustable mechanism)
• Utility: Interconnection Impacts
• Compliance Value: Reduced RPS procurement due to reduced utility sales
• Utility: Integration Impacts
• Utility: Administration Impacts

Staff ultimately hired consultant Arne Olson to create a methodology for Oregon RVOS. Most of the elements CUB preferred were included in the methodology, with the exception of the security element.

II. General Methodology

Staff has opted for a granular approach to RVOS. The general mathematical formula Staff has provided is the following:

\[ \forall h \in [1, ... , 8760] \]
\[ Value_h = Energy_h \]
\[ + \ Generation \ Capacity_h \]
\[ + \ Line \ Losses_h \]
\[ + T&D \ Capacity_h \]
\[ + RPS \ Compliance_h \]
\[ + Market \ Price \ Response_h \]
\[ + Hedge_h \]
\[ - Integration_h \]
\[ + Environmental \ Compliance_h \]
\[ - Administration_h \]

---

5 UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson.
6 UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/26.
Where \( h \) is each hour of the year.\(^7\) Thus, the RVOS is calculated on an hourly basis, creating an avoided cost profile for the entire year.\(^8\) CUB agrees that this level of accuracy, if it can be achieved, is preferable for calculating RVOS and does not have an objection to this approach. Staff’s testimony asserts that this level of granularity is generally available from the utilities,\(^9\) but that there may be cases where it is unavailable.\(^10\)

The model also allows for calculating RVOS according to location in addition to an hourly factor.\(^11\) CUB also agrees that this level of granularity, if it can be achieved, is preferable to a statewide RVOS. CUB has previously argued for location-specific renewable contribution\(^{12}\) and agrees that the addition of geography as a factor in RVOS is a reasonable approach.

CUB generally agrees with Staff’s approach. However, without a better understanding of the inputs that will be used, CUB cannot endorse the model. There can be a trade-off between the model itself and its inputs. For example, there will be non-normalized weather and hydro conditions in the future. A model can be developed to use normalized values but must have either an explicit input to capture non-normalized benefits or a model can be developed to include non-normalized values.

---

\(^7\) UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/26.
\(^8\) UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/26.
\(^9\) UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/29, line 13.
\(^10\) UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/29, line 17.
\(^11\) UM 1716/Staff/200/Olson/34.
\(^12\) See UM 1719/CUB/100/Hanhan.
III. Historic Example: Energy Efficiency in Under Low Hydro Conditions

Oregon is in a part of the country where hydro provides over half of the capacity of the region and approximately 2/3 of the energy. CUB is concerned that the model does not recognize the value of solar in protecting customers in years with low hydro conditions. This concern grows out of Oregon’s history with energy efficiency. In the 1990s, Oregon’s utilities cut back on investments in energy efficiency based on short-term avoided costs. Because the avoided cost of market purchases was under $.02/kWh, and because there was ample liquidity in the wholesale market, utilities reduced energy efficiency investments—only acquiring the lost opportunities. Unfortunately, 2001 was a bad hydro year—the second worst since 1929. 2001 was also when serious problems developed in the California wholesale market. The energy efficiency resource that had not been pursued during the 1990s would have saved the region millions of dollars as the cost of energy soared extraordinarily. Short-term avoided costs were low, and the liquidity in the market led utilities to believe they had ample sufficiency. But the energy efficiency capacity that was not acquired (and was therefore unavailable) was enormously valuable. In CUB’s experience, IRP modeling confirms that energy efficiency offers benefits to customers in non-normalized periods of high power costs, whether due to low hydro, high fuel prices, or other conditions. While the model being proposed to evaluate solar is not a short term model—it looks at avoided costs over 25 years—there is little discussion regarding the inputs that

---

13 NWPPCC, 7th Plan, pages 9.3–9.4
will be used. Over the next 25 years, the region may experience a 1-in-25 year bad hydro
scenario or 2.5 events that represent 1-in-10 bad hydro. Does the avoided energy cost
modeled over the 25 years of the investment reflect these hydro conditions? Does the
sufficiency/insufficiency calculation for capacity needs include insufficiency caused by
non-normalized conditions?

Is this a modeling issue or an input issue?

IV. Security

While not a major element of the model, CUB continues to believe that rooftop
solar has security value. In its earlier Comments, CUB stated:

CUB takes [Security: Reliability, Resiliency, and Disaster Recovery] to mean the stability associated with distributed generation (i.e., DG versus relying on long-distance generation subject to disaster far from the end-user/service territory). While this may not be available as an immediate solar resource value, as penetration increases, distributed generation could add significant value to the system in terms of resiliency and stability.\textsuperscript{15}

CUB maintains this position and reiterates that if there is a significant increase (or decrease) in the penetration of solar in Oregon, the RVOS and its elements should be reevaluated.

V. Conclusion

CUB appreciates the work that the Staff did in developing the model. CUB believes that Mr. Olson was an appropriate consultant, and the model developed includes most of the elements that CUB recommended. While CUB believes that security should have also been included, CUB recognizes that this is not a major element.

\textsuperscript{15} See UM 1716, CUB Comments, p. 8.
However, CUB cannot endorse the model. CUB is concerned about how the
model reflects the value of solar resources in non-normalized conditions. While CUB
recognizes that there may be an issue with model inputs, a model is only as good as its
inputs. A further discussion of inputs would be helpful to CUB’s understanding of the
model.
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